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Most prophetic commentators teach that verses fourteen through verse 
twenty describe, in a symbolic sense, the ultimate human battle at the 
end of the tribulation period called Armageddon. 
 
Definition: Natural consequences from sin are the _______________ 
____________ of disobedience to a divine principle or law. 
 
Definition: Divine judgment on sin is a specific _____________ 
_____________ from God to punish someone(s) for wrongdoing. 
 
This passage describes Jesus descending to the earth to judge the earth 
and its armies, and it describes that horrific judgment as a harvest.  
This text illustrates that judgment through two different harvests: the first 
is a __________ harvest (verses 14-16) and the second is a 
__________ harvest (verses 17-20).  
 
The first harvest describes the final tribulation judgments referred to as 
the seven _________ judgments.  
Reference: verses 14 through 16  
 
The seven bowl judgments are: 
Bowl judgment one is a __________ or cancer epidemic 
Bowl judgement two is all salt water life _________  
Bowl judgment three is remaining water sources are _____________   
Bowl judgment four is scorching _________ waves  
Bowl judgment five is intense _____________  
Bowl judgment six is the Euphrates River __________ _____    
Bowl judgment seven is gigantic hailstones and a global 
_______________  
 
 
The second harvest describes the battle of _________________ that 
concludes the tribulation period. 
Reference: verses 17 through 20  

 
The meaning of the word “Armageddon” is “hill of _____________.” 
Megiddo was situated on the southern rim of an extended plain called 
the Plain of Esdraelon. The name Megiddo means “place of the 
___________.” 
 
 
 

 
It has been suggested there are five basic power groups that assemble 
together to fight at Armageddon: 
 

1) is ____________ and allies 
References: Ezekiel 38:14 and 15; Daniel 11:40 and 44 

 
2) is the ______________ ___________  

References: Daniel 12:11; Matthew 24:15 
 

3) is ___________ and allies 
Reference: Daniel 11:40-43   
 

4) is ___________ and allies 
References: Revelation 9:16; 16:12 

 
5) is ___________ ____________ and His troops from heaven 

Reference: II Thessalonians 1:7 
 
Reference: Revelation 19:11-21 (see screen)  
 
This is the symbolism represented in this second biblical word picture: 

 The grape vine represents the ____________ and power groups 
that are going to meet at Armageddon. 

 The clusters of grapes consisting of individual grapes are 
symbolic of the individual _________________ (troops) from those 
international power groups. 

 The winepress is the geographical region of the entire 
_________________ area. 

 The grape presser is ___________ Himself at Armageddon. 
 


